
Make sure you have 
all these parts. 

Take off belly pan and wash it. There is a central "underneath" bolt holding the belly pan on 
that tends to seize with road salt. Be gentle taking this out. You may want to replace it with 
a stainless bolt & washer, no road salt worries ever again.  

Take off the radiator bottom cover, 
being careful of those plastic twist 
fasteners.  

Cut it to allow the rectangular "U" 
bolt to fit through because it fits like 
this.  

Whip the Honda original bolt out of the 
front motor hanger  and stash it in your 
bike stuff just in case you ever want  to 
re-use it in the future.  

 
The bars fit onto that hole using the fairly 
long bolt. The really really long bolt goes 
through the front of the engine casing with 
the spacers - it's a bit fiddly.  
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Of course, you have to remove the original bolt from 
here as well, but as you withdraw it, look carefully at 
the bits held in place by it - they have to go back on 
when you put the really long MoTech bolt in its 
place. The top mounts go onto the threads of the 
rectangular "stirrup" bolt shown earlier.  

Be careful fitting the top mount as the 
stirrup bolt just falls off inwards if you 
undo both nuts at the same time  

mind out for the radiator hose 
when fitting the bolt  

Remember to use thread 
compound Or this nut  

will fall off due to vibra-
tion. 

In this shot you can see the cradle or frame 
that holds the belly pan. You will have seen 
this when you took off the belly pan. You 
have to sort of rotate this forward to get the 
really long bolt in, while fitting the spacers 
and rotating the cradle back into place. It's 
almost impossible to describe but really ob-
vious when you see it. I take it your German 
instructions have pictures? They help a little.  
 
It should look like this before you replace 
the belly pan.  
 
Don't forget to grease the thread on the 
central belly pan bolt (the one right under-
neath) or it will seize in place again! 



Austin 
Posted: Tue Feb 07, 2006 11:11 pm 
 
“fitted mine at the weekend. Here's what I did from memor. Sorr no pics.  
 
1. Get a friend to help.  
1a Easier if ou can the bike upright - centre stand or stand.  
2. Take off fairing (probabl not strictl necessar, but it will be safer and easier]  
3. Take off the sump guard.  
4. Undo the two nuts that hold the bar the fairing and sump guard bolt to - it's goes from 
one side to the other and is held on b two 8mm nuts near the frame down tube.  
five. Near where the bar in 4 was unbolted undo the two enine mounting bolts - bolt head 
on left, nut is on the right. The one nearer the engine is long and will be ver tight. With-
draw the bolts. I think 14mm nuts.  
6. Offer up the crash bars - left side 1st. Align the mounting brackets on bars with bolt 
holes for engine mounts. This give you the idea of how the will fit and where things go.  
seven. Get the long bolt from the Motech kit:  
a. push through crash bar bracket;  
b. then the long spacer;  
c. then the bracket that the sumpguard/fairing bar is attached to;  
d. push bolt through through engine mount,  
e. then the bracket that the sumpguard/fairing bar is attached to;  
f. then short spacer  
g. then right hand side crash bar bracket  
h. Then washer/nut - do not tighten.  
j. I would put anti-seize all over everthing.  
 
8. Second mounting bolt is straightforward - again anti seize.  
9. Waggle the u-bolt round the frame - watch the wires. I pushed my u-bolt through from 
the side [ie 9O degrees out, rotated it up so it was pointing at the roof, then rotated it 
round so it was the correct side of the frame and then put it back in the proper direction. 
Also helps to remove the horn.  
Ten. Fit the spacer/bridge thing, then washer and nut.  
11. Tighten everthing up from the bottom up. I gave the engine mount replacement bolts 
plent, but not too much on the frame mount.  
12. refit the fairing/sump guard bar and tighten up the nuts. - anti seize!  
12. Refit everthing else in the reverse order - put anti-seize on all the threads!  
13. I couldn't get the stone guard back when fitting the fairing. It looks like it needs to be 
cut down. Let me know if ou manage to get yours on.  
14. Crash Bars make the lower bolts for the fairing a bit inaccessible - but ou can just 
get a small allen ke in. I am going to cut one down to make it easier.  
 
I think that was it - from memory and I apolgise if I have forgotten anything. Its all self-
evident once you start mounting up and looking at it.  
 

Good luck!! “ 


